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An account of who and what the Druids were, covering their Druidic training, philosophies and

beliefs, portraying them as doctors, lawyers and advisers to kings and arguing that they were the

intellectuals of ancient Celtic society. First published in 1994. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Who were the Druids? This group, surrounded by legend and folklore for millenia, continues to

fascinate moderns, perhaps because of the enigmatic character of their identity. Probably most of

the popular images of Druids -- of being tree worshippers, of being itinerant poets and prophets, of

being priests who practiced human sacrifice and built strange structures such as Stonehenge -- are

generally misperceptions, perhaps even deliberate 'character assassination' attempts by the

victorious political and religious authorities that moved into Druid areas. Indeed, the bulk of Classical

information on the Druids comes from anti-Druid writings of the Romans.`By the time the Celts

themselves came to commit their knowledge to writing, they had become Christianised and, not

surprisingly, the Druids continued to get "a bad Press". Their portrayal remains an extremely biased

one.'In this very readable book on The Druids, Peter Berresford Ellis presents an examination of the

archaeological, etymological and historical evidence to give an account of the identity and

importance of the Druids in early Celtic societies.`The Druids emerge as the intellectual caste of

ancient Celtic society. They were the doctors, the lawyers, the ambassadors, the advisors to kings.

They also had a religious function.'One historical fact that is often overlooked is that the early Celtic



'empire' was as expansive as the Roman Empire, stretching from Britain and Ireland in the

northwest, through Gaul and central Europe north of the Alps, stretching as far as Turkey to the

east, and also extending down into Iberia. The Celtic language group includes influences on all

major European languages as well.
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